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good morning ladies gentlemen on Tuesday                                        
we're delighted that you're here for ask                                        
the theologian as we take your biblical                                         
theological and worldview questions and                                         
we jump right into it                                                           
getting started with Imogene in                                                 
Wisconsin and she has a question about                                          
Sunday's sermon for those of you who                                            
happen to listen to it if you didn't                                            
listen to it it's a relevant question                                           
anyway and the question is                                                      
she says you that would be me mentioned                                         
Genesis 1:1 and - you said the earth                                            
became formless and void she says I do                                          
not see that in the King James Version                                          
is it another translation is that what                                          
the Hebrew says something from the                                              
critical text it caught my ear because                                          
it sounds like it gives room for two                                            
creations the gap theory and the Old                                            
Earth idea everything I have study has                                          
pointed to a young earth so I am very                                           
curious about this let me speak to just                                         
a couple of things about this first of                                          
all is that a King James translation no                                         
it's not a King James translation we'll                                         
see that in a moment is that what the                                           
Hebrew says kind of sort of maybe not                                           
really I'll show you in a minute                                                
is this something from the critical text                                        
I want to speak and mention that right                                          
there and that is to say that the                                               
critical text the the issues of the                                             
critical text and the Textus Receptus                                           
are only in the New Testament so I just                                         
say that for information purposes that                                          
wouldn't necessarily involve the                                                
critical text so in the Hebrew they're                                          
by and large is only one text and that's                                        
the Masoretic text and this is what's go                                        
by now every now and then you'll find                                           
some scholar who wants to change                                                
something and they'll find some obscure                                         
Hebrew text out there but again by and                                          
large the Hebrew text is the Hebrew text                                        
which says something about the manner at                                        
which the Jewish people to whom were                                            
entrusted the Oracles of God the manner                                         
in which they cared for the text so much                                        
better                                                                          
then the church if we can use that to                                           
bet term and we even have a hard time                                           
figuring out what the text is good                                              
discussion for some day wouldn't it be                                          
now let's go to the King James right                                            
upper right of your screen very familiar                                        
words of course in the beginning God                                            



created the heaven the earth and the                                            
earth was without form now                                                      
I said verbally and the earth became                                            
without form if you look to the Youngs                                          
literal over on the left side of your                                           
screen it says the earth hath existed                                           
waste and void                                                                  
now the earth was the earth hath existed                                        
there's something that you see in here                                          
and that is that even the was in the                                            
King James is somewhat in the past tense                                        
now there's not really a better way to                                          
put it than it it was or it came to be                                          
and so the earth hath existed that gives                                        
the idea within the Youngs that the                                             
Hebrew text itself does give possibility                                        
to say that the earth now exists as                                             
formless and void and darkness this is                                          
where the passage came through because                                          
we were talking about the abyss and and                                         
God moved let's see and darkness was                                            
over the face of the deep                                                       
in the Greek deep here is abyss and so                                          
this is where it tied into our                                                  
revelation sermon on Sunday now what we                                         
have here in the verb was is the verb                                           
came to be but it's in the perfect tense                                        
that is to say and I believe we talked                                          
about the perfect tense even on Sunday                                          
in a different matter that is to say                                            
that the earth at some point was                                                
formless and void and still exists                                              
at the time of the writing or at the                                            
time of what they were writing about in                                         
Genesis chapter 1 verse 2 so if he was                                          
right there at that time                                                        
he wouldn't know obviously he's writing                                         
in in past tense but if he was right                                            
there at that time he would be saying                                           
the earth right now is formless and void                                        
at some point it became formless and                                            
void and is formless and void today all                                         
that to say the grammar does allow the                                          
gap theory but I should also say as one                                         
who doesn't hold to the gap theory the                                          
grammar does not demand the gap theory                                          
because all through the creation account                                        
in Genesis chapter one you have that                                            
same verb in that same format let's look                                        
at it just a little bit so the earth was                                        
now I've hovered over it where there                                            
will where it'll come out and darkness                                          
that's an inserted verb was let's go                                            
down to verse 3 let there be light now                                          
that you notice it's if you're watching                                         
on video it's a different color there                                           
let there be is a light blue and was is                                         
in the dark blue that means they're the                                         
same verb same verb but there are                                               
different tints so let's go down there                                          
here we have the verb the imperfect that                                        
is the that at the time it says spoken                                          



it has not been completed so let there                                          
be light and there was light exactly the                                        
same Strong's Word number 1961 in the                                           
the form here now what that says is that                                        
let there be light                                                              
there came to be light we would                                                 
understand that and the light is                                                
continuing even unto this day                                                   
so the grammar does not solve the issue                                         
of the gap theory the grammar does allow                                        
the gap theory the grammar does not                                             
and the gap theory and so when I said                                           
and and the earth became formless and                                           
void that you could say that and it's                                           
not the translation that is given here                                          
obviously you could say that and say in                                         
the beginning God created the heaven and                                        
the earth and the earth became formless                                         
and void from it's very beginning let                                           
there be light and it came to be light                                          
from its very beginning so you are you                                          
you can use that very form of the verb                                          
to bring it into existence                                                      
and I think this is exactly what's                                              
happened now could you read into that                                           
that there was a prior existence before                                         
it came became formless and void yes you                                        
could                                                                           
you obviously would want some grounding                                         
there you wouldn't want to just say well                                        
you know I kind of feel like because                                            
your feelings and five bucks they'll buy                                        
you a coffee at Starbucks if so you've                                          
got to have something to go on                                                  
Schofield Larkin others have a decent                                           
textual argument to go on I don't I                                             
don't accept it I don't accept the gap                                          
theory mainly because when you get to                                           
the end of the sixth day God says this                                          
is very good I can't I can't imagine it                                         
being very good if you've got the snake                                         
in the grass already there if you've got                                        
the deceiver the destroyer already in it                                        
you know you look at a garden and you                                           
have a beautiful tomato vine and you say                                        
this is very good as you're looking at                                          
the tomato worm down there gnawing on                                           
them you can't say that's very good you                                         
do have something that at first glance                                          
it oh that is beautiful but it's gonna                                          
die in a few days because of the tomato                                         
worms so I don't think you would say                                            
this is very good you would look at that                                        
and say this is disastrous that's why I                                         
reject the gap theory because of that                                           
very verse right there now I I've again                                         
I've read Scofield and the others who                                           
give a very good argument of                                                    
very convincing argument very a very I                                          
would say textual argument and the                                              
grammar does fit the argument but I                                             
reject the gap theory now let me just                                           



show you one more thing I have brought                                          
up in the middle column here 117 times                                          
that this particular Greek word is used                                         
in this form and you could go for                                               
example to Genesis chapter 47 verse 26                                          
and you see except the land of the                                              
priests only which became not Pharaoh's                                         
okay that land was not pharaohs that                                            
land became not pharaohs that land once                                         
was something else now is this it is                                            
actually the same form of the verb but                                          
that's true of the creation to the                                              
creation was once something else like                                           
nothing and now it has become this so I                                         
really probably should even though that                                         
is a even though it's good Hebrew I                                             
think the King James has the better                                             
English the earth was formless and void                                         
thanks for listening closely Imogene and                                        
for catching that I appreciate that you                                         
have done well and God bless you so                                             
let's go - let's see - Dan this is a                                            
question that came in yesterday that I                                          
missed and in Arizona and it relates to                                         
Revelation chapter 19 verse 8 it was a                                          
comment a comment question based upon                                           
something that we had talked about                                              
yesterday                                                                       
but revelation 19 verse 8 says and to                                           
her that is the bride was granted that                                          
she should be arrayed in fine linen                                             
clean and white for the fine linen is                                           
the righteousness of the saints now Dan                                         
ass is Israel the fine linen I think I I                                        
think not I think                                                               
the fine linen is the works of Israel in                                        
other words Israel and really here I                                            
think we're talking about the land but                                          
that's so integrated with the people                                            
that I don't know that we necessarily                                           
want to divide that which cannot be                                             
divided but Israel the land is arrayed                                          
in fine linen what's the fine linen the                                         
fine linen is the righteous acts of                                             
those who live upon that land namely the                                        
Israelites so this is again verse 8                                             
granted that she should make so this is                                         
the wife he has made his wife hath made                                         
herself ready and to her was granted                                            
that she should be arrayed in fine linen                                        
now you say that can't be land no no no                                         
you the land is not a bride land is not                                         
a she oh but it is biblically speaking                                          
and grammatically speaking even going                                           
back into the Hebrew you remember that                                          
it talks about the land that was                                                
forsaken shall be called Beulah                                                 
the Hebrew word the land that is                                                
forsaken shall be called married and now                                        
it comes by the way if you read the Song                                        
of Solomon and we have a study available                                        
on it it but if you read or listen to                                           



and study the Song of Solomon it's a                                            
description of the bride the cream queen                                        
the king's description of the bride and                                         
he describes her as a manner in which                                           
pardon me if I may say so makes a very                                          
ugly bride but it's a perfect                                                   
description of beautiful land and even                                          
in the beginning God says you know I'm                                          
going to give you Abraham I'm going to                                          
give you a land a land that is yours a                                          
land that I have chosen and there are                                           
certainly are a people of that land and                                         
that is the people who possess that land                                        
and                                                                             
they are the ones that make of that land                                        
a a a beauty a righteousness and that                                           
righteousness comes she has the the wife                                        
hath made herself ready it was granted                                          
that she should be arrayed in fine linen                                        
that is granted is given permission and                                         
clean and white the fine linen is the                                           
righteousness of the saints of course                                           
that's me and you I don't think so                                              
I think that's the people of Israel it's                                        
the chosen ones it's those who have been                                        
set apart for that work and their                                               
righteous acts are the acts that array                                          
this bride and prepare this bride thank                                         
you                                                                             
you know that one is a little difficult                                         
for us to understand because so hard for                                        
us to get the church is the bride out of                                        
our mind and so hard for us to not see                                          
the bride as humans we want to see the                                          
brightest church we want to see the                                             
brightest humans                                                                
it can't be land no it can't be land                                            
well let me ask why can the bride be a                                          
group of people that's kind of Mormon                                           
isn't it                                                                        
can the bride be a group well I've never                                        
heard other than maybe in Mormonism but                                         
even at that there's an individual a                                            
nature of it I've never heard of a                                              
situation in which a man marries a group                                        
and says you know this is my bride right                                        
here the African violet Club of of                                              
America and I'm married to this group                                           
that's as weird as being married to land                                        
so if we can accept one weird thing why                                         
can't we accept two weird things hence                                          
the second weird thing being married to                                         
the land it's weird to us because we                                            
don't marry land but very much                                                  
with the description of the the bride in                                        
Revelation chapter 21 and also all of                                           
the so consistent down through scripture                                        
if you do a study on the bride I promise                                        
you you're going to come up with over                                           
and over and over                                                               
this fits land it doesn't fit a person                                          
it doesn't fit a group of people                                                



it fits land and there are those who                                            
obviously live on the land and are part                                         
of that land but it is the the                                                  
righteousness of the saints is the fine                                         
linen let me just say on a side note                                            
here that in a general sense the                                                
righteousness of a people does make a                                           
land beautiful doesn't it and I think                                           
our great country with men for example                                          
like Patrick Henry you gotta buy that                                           
book by the way yeah I mean even if you                                         
don't read it wouldn't that look nice                                           
sitting on your coffee table next to                                            
your mug and people would come by and                                           
say oh he's very well read my quite                                             
quite the Renaissance man but the                                               
righteousness of early Americans made                                           
our land very beautiful and I think that                                        
you know that's the that's really the                                           
case that you have there I wonder by the                                        
way with the way Americans act today                                            
we'll we in a few years be able to say                                          
oh Beautiful for spacious skies beyond                                          
up above oh Beautiful for spacious guys                                         
beyond how come I can't remember the                                            
words now see maybe that's what it is                                           
already                                                                         
are above the fruited plain you know                                            
AMERICA AMERICA God shed His grace on                                           
thee Crown thy good Brotherhood from sea                                        
to shining sea I                                                                
I think the beauty that we've                                                   
the purple mountain Majesties uh fruited                                        
plain                                                                           
really you know the truth is just about                                         
every country in the world has purple                                           
mountains Majesty and fruited plain and                                         
you can find other beauty in just about                                         
anywhere you go in the world but our                                            
land is beautiful because of righteous                                          
acts of its citizens we're making it                                            
ugly and better be careful because in                                           
the end we don't want to live in an ugly                                        
house and what we want to live in is a                                          
beautiful house got away from that                                              
scripture just a little bit but looked                                          
at that there let's see I had or did I                                          
did I answer the question from retired                                          
messenger I gotta say it disappeared                                            
there and he got two extra points and                                           
then somehow it disappeared I think my                                          
assistant over there is doing some                                              
unscrupulous works you better be careful                                        
but we'll see it'll come back here for a                                        
moment because I just know I read it and                                        
I was like ah hallelujah two points in                                          
Tulsa but it's gonna come back in a                                             
minute and we'll take Linda's question                                          
Lyndon Lexington here first of all I                                            
probably missed this but can you give                                           
your opinion on second Thessalonians                                            
chapter 2 verse 3 whether it means                                              



falling away from the faith or a rapture                                        
this has come up from Andy's book and                                           
some calvary chapel pastors who listen                                          
and are also coming to the same view as                                         
andy and as as the rapture view i don't                                         
have the little booklet right here in                                           
front of me the falling away is the name                                        
of the book and it it has been selling                                          
like hotcakes lately i'm obviously glad                                         
I'm the publisher but got some great                                            
information 2nd Thessalonians                                                   
chapter two verse three and in the                                              
little booklet Andy woods                                                       
gives ten I believe it's ten reasons why                                        
the falling away could be actually the                                          
rapture let no man deceive you by any                                           
means for that day shall not come except                                        
there come a falling away first the word                                        
falling away the greek word a post a sia                                        
stasis is to to to stand so your stasis                                         
there i just did it a PO is away from                                           
take it away this can be a post a sia                                           
that was that was a rapture whose it was                                        
standing it was caught up it was taken                                          
away it was raptured the greek word very                                        
much does allow for the APPL stayshia to                                        
be a caught up now the greek word also                                          
allows if i might bring my library over                                         
here                                                                            
the greek word also allows it is                                                
standing it allows that to happen now                                           
that is a falling away it's still an a                                          
post asia it is no longer standing it                                           
has been taken from standing so the                                             
question is is it a catching up or is it                                        
a falling away                                                                  
now obviously the King James translators                                        
have chosen to go with a falling away                                           
but Andy does do a great job at saying                                          
that has not always been the main                                               
interpretation and many very well read                                          
respected preachers and teachers down                                           
through the ages have taken it I believe                                        
maybe even the Geneva Bible if I'm not                                          
mistaken I have taken it as                                                     
and Apple stayshia in the terms of being                                        
caught up so then you would have to say                                         
okay                                                                            
both of these gramatically can work so                                          
grammatically which one is it is the                                            
question there's I got got a copy of the                                        
book there my assistant Oh                                                      
johnny-on-the-spot racing that questions                                        
from Tulsa but and so it's just a little                                        
little booklet $5.95 I believe let me                                           
just read a couple of these reasons that                                        
are given here there have always been                                           
doctrinal departures a falling away as a                                        
doctrinal departure well you know which                                         
it will not come unless there be a                                              
falling away first well there are always                                        
been a following away                                                           



second Thessalonians was an early letter                                        
he goes in and describes that the                                               
definite article before the noun the                                            
falling away that that sets that aside                                          
as something unique that he mentions the                                        
verb a Festa me can refer to a physical                                         
departure and he gives some examples                                            
where the verb actually does refer to a                                         
physical departure number six the                                               
extended context favors the physical                                            
departure interpretation I think he's                                           
right there that the context does favor                                         
that physical departure rather than a                                           
spiritual departure number seven the                                            
immediate context favors a physical                                             
departure I think he's got a good a good                                        
argument to be given there and a number                                         
of other here's I mentioned this a                                              
little bit earlier number nine he says                                          
early Bible translations favor the                                              
physical departure view and there are                                           
some of the translations that are put                                           
there for example the Wickliffe Bible                                           
let's see the Wickliffe Bible is                                                
departing first unless there be a                                               
departing first and that is true in                                             
Wickliffe tenday o Coverdale a number of                                        
other                                                                           
that are given there a departing first                                          
and the Geneva Bible also has the                                               
departing first and given there I don't                                         
see now to have to look to see what the                                         
bishops Bible said the King James                                               
deferred to the bishops unless there was                                        
reason not to my guess is the bishops                                           
Bible maybe went with falling away and                                          
number 10 the physical departure view is                                        
held by credible scholars which always                                          
would be the very last reason for that                                          
but I I like the fact that that book                                            
questions the assumptions that book                                             
looks at it from a scientific view if                                           
you will and I think it completely fits                                         
now is there going to be a falling away                                         
as in a spiritual falling away first                                            
probably so but that in and of itself                                           
demands a prophecy to this age in                                               
addition to the prophecy of the rapture                                         
you know that my position is this age                                           
has only one prophecy and that is we're                                         
going to be raptured out of here                                                
so a falling away requires two                                                  
prophecies so the answer is yeah I                                              
really lean towards dr. woods view and                                          
think he's got a very good view in there                                        
okay let's go now to Fred in Tulsa who                                          
gets two points for using the blue box                                          
instead of the you know greedy cried                                            
Grammy businessman over at YouTube that                                         
don't like our ways anyway but he says                                          
today on speaking of YouTube today on                                           
YouTube I watched a lengthy discussion                                          



between Gary Habermas I think that's how                                        
you                                                                             
now said and Bob Rucker on the Shroud of                                        
Turin they had lots of reasons why this                                         
was the burial cloth of Jesus                                                   
my old SPC training was John 11 43                                              
through 44 which indicates that Lazarus                                         
was bound head and feet with a grave                                            
cloth with grave clothes and a face                                             
napkin this seems to say that it was not                                        
a 14 foot long piece of cloth but rather                                        
strips of cloth around the body also                                            
Jesus said loose him and let him go                                             
wouldn't a 14 feet foot long piece of                                           
cloth fall off when Lazarus walked out                                          
of the tomb do I get two points for                                             
using this instead of YouTube the answer                                        
is why yes you do                                                               
two points given to you now the Shroud                                          
of Turin I I think in every presentation                                        
of the Shroud of Turin you can make it                                          
all to be very convincing depending on                                          
what you leave out now the problem for                                          
you and I is that it is somewhat                                                
difficult for us as laymen to laymen in                                         
that regard to know exactly what has                                            
been laid out and so as as Charles asked                                        
his question here I don't know why I                                            
said Fred earlier but as Charles asked                                          
his question you and I unless we really                                         
became experts on ancient burial                                                
practices on the history of the Shroud                                          
of Turin on what the other opposing                                             
argument is we don't even know what to                                          
ask                                                                             
and so here a couple of guys give a very                                        
convincing bit of proof I am                                                    
and just virtually sure that we could                                           
get a couple of other guys who would                                            
give a very convincing evidence of of                                           
disproof and if we could get both of                                            
them together we probably would come out                                        
saying I don't know maybe we come out                                           
saying no no I don't know I think that                                          
there is a large degree in which those                                          
who prove that the Shroud of Turin was                                          
the burial cloth of Christ proved it                                            
because they wanted to prove it this is                                         
a very dangerous thing in science for                                           
example and the interpretation of the                                           
scripture is a science by the way but in                                        
science you have to separate yourself                                           
emotionally from your hypothesis now you                                        
have to have a hypothesis so you can say                                        
my hypothesis is this piece of cloth is                                         
the Shroud the burial shroud of Jesus                                           
Christ no problem at all having that                                            
hypothesis now you have to test it and                                          
the issue is you have to accept the data                                        
the information that comes back now the                                         
one of the real issues on this is what                                          
kind of test are you going to use                                               



obviously you have some dating test and                                         
maybe you can figure out how old it is                                          
and if that's the case okay let's figure                                        
out how old this piece of cloth is but                                          
we better do a number of tests because                                          
all of those tests come with assumptions                                        
so I might pick a test that has all the                                         
right assumptions I need to bring about                                         
this particular outcome and then I can                                          
say yep I said it was the Barrow cloth                                          
sure enough it's 2,000 years old that's                                         
what this test told me this test proved                                         
but                                                                             
we don't know is there's this other test                                        
for dating that prove something totally                                         
different                                                                       
that denies it now a real scientist is                                          
going to say I'm going to do a blind                                            
study I'm going to get three or four                                            
tests of different assumptions to come                                          
up with the dating and I'm gonna see now                                        
then if that's the case all it tells us                                         
is the date I could imagine that                                                
probably these things you know give or                                          
take fifty a hundred years well if you                                          
take even twenty thirty years after the                                         
date of the death of Jesus let us say                                           
the cloth is proven beyond a shadow of a                                        
doubt that's how old that cloth is that                                         
doesn't prove it was the burial cloth of                                        
Christ maybe it was an artist an artist                                         
who love Jesus who wanted to show some                                          
of the things of Jesus wanted to you                                            
know paint a picture of him and this is                                         
it so then we'd you have to look at                                             
other things like is this what a Middle                                         
Eastern man looked like in that day as I                                        
recall let me see if I can pull up a                                            
picture here and see here we go there's                                         
one we'll just get just randomly the one                                        
I picked us at new dates Shroud of Turin                                        
- era of Christ okay it's the era of                                            
Christ that's all I know is if the era                                          
of Christ you go to Israel and you can                                          
get lots of coins from the area Carrera                                         
of Christ and get lots of pottery from                                          
the era of Christ you know you can say                                          
oh this was Jesus's lamp this was                                               
Jesus's cup this was G this was the coin                                        
that Jesus pulled out of the fish I                                             
don't know that all I know is from that                                         
era                                                                             
maybe he touched it some day I don't                                            
know now as you see this of course it                                           
puts in the the hair of Jesus and then I                                        
think we would have to ask the question                                         
is that                                                                         
in fact here's one that does look it                                            
looks like a little artist rendering                                            
there as they what somewhat enhanced                                            
that so did a Middle Eastern man have a                                         
woman's hair do two thousand years ago                                          



that's what we want to know I actually                                          
think in spite of the fact that in all                                          
of our pictures he's got and all of our                                         
pictures he looks like this looks like a                                        
little ice of Jesus isn't it does the                                           
data show that Middle Eastern men had                                           
long hair remember what Paul said about                                         
long hair that ought to make us question                                        
whether Jesus had hair like this long                                           
hair on a man so I just think there's                                           
way too many things left out of an                                              
argument that come to say up                                                    
definitively this is it now that's                                              
probably the reason why in the hundreds                                         
of years that we've had the Shroud of                                           
Turin here let's go to Wikipedia for                                            
just a moment and see if we can discover                                        
when let's look at the history of it                                            
here                                                                            
let's see before 1930 and from 1930 okay                                        
oh 39 excuse me I should read there a                                           
little closer I thought that seemed a                                           
lot kind of early                                                               
so prior to 13 90 there are some similar                                        
in images so the first possible                                                 
historical record dates from 1353                                               
obviously you'd want to read more of the                                        
context of that make sure we got that                                           
right but that is to say here is a cloth                                        
that appeared 30 you know twelve hundred                                        
years later but it's we know this is                                            
Jesus we know it I think way too much to                                        
go on a lot of a lot of assumptions                                             
there a lot of want to                                                          
there's a large part of the world and                                           
not only in the Catholic world where you                                        
tend to find things like this or the                                            
Eastern Orthodox world but even in the                                          
old SBC world or the evangelical world                                          
there's a lot of I really want to be                                            
able to see and touch and feel and smell                                        
something that was of Jesus I noticed                                           
this as I go to Israel and of course our                                        
trips are intellectually related we go                                          
and we talk about you know Jesus at                                             
Nazareth and where he was thrown off the                                        
cliff and go out there to the cliff but                                         
it's not really a mystical time it's the                                        
looking at the text and looking at the                                          
ground and we're saying hey isn't this                                          
wonderful                                                                       
the geography aligns with the scripture                                         
giving us again some scientific evidence                                        
of its accuracy and we see the things                                           
and we're thrilled you know here's the                                          
Sea of Galilee and Jesus was on the                                             
silic Sea of Galilee and it's a moving                                          
experience but I've seen so many others                                         
and anybody who's been there has that                                           
they begin to worship the dirt the water                                        
the thing that may have been touched or                                         
somebody said was was touched the path                                          



that he might have wha I'm in everything                                        
about it we so much want to have a                                              
connection with Jesus that I think                                              
sometimes we ignore that which is                                               
scientifically accurate that's my                                               
opinion now again there's a lot of                                              
different concepts there's a lot I don't                                        
know about the Shroud of Turin don't                                            
don't take me as an expert on the Shroud                                        
of Turin but don't take any single                                              
person as an expert on the Strad of                                             
Turin on the Shroud of Turin there is                                           
another story doesn't matter who you                                            
listen to                                                                       
there is another account there is                                               
somebody who has something different to                                         
say what's the proverb you know if I                                            
might loosely paraphrase every story                                            
seems right until you hear                                                      
the other guys side of it then all of a                                         
sudden uh I don't know what's going on                                          
through all of that                                                             
Barney our friend up in Iowa good to see                                        
you first Corinthians chapter 15 Paul                                           
speaks of the resurrection can you                                              
rightly divide the passage and include                                          
resurrection of the Old Testament Saints                                        
the Old Testament loss great belief                                             
grace believers and the grace age lost                                          
let's let's go to 1st Corinthians                                               
chapter 15                                                                      
I think it's oft misunderstood passage                                          
applied way too much - grace age                                                
believers than it actually does apply to                                        
grace age believers but let's look                                              
through it a little bit of course is 52                                         
verses so obviously we wouldn't be able                                         
to go through completely but he comes to                                        
say here moreover brethren I declare to                                         
you the gospel which I preached to you                                          
and he's that that the heart of the                                             
gospel I delivered unto you that which I                                        
first received how that Christ died for                                         
our sins according to the scriptures                                            
that he was buried that he rose again                                           
the third day according to scriptures he                                        
was seen of Cephas and then of the                                              
twelve seen above five hundred men now                                          
this is where he begins to give a                                               
defense of the resurrection of Jesus                                            
Christ and of course our gospel rests                                           
upon the death burial and resurrection                                          
of Jesus Christ                                                                 
so yes Jesus really did rise from the                                           
dead now from here in this passage he's                                         
going to give a defense of resurrection                                         
in general that there is a resurrected                                          
life Christ the firstfruits so here's                                           
this this evidence this resurrection he                                         
was seen of James last of all as one                                            
born out of time to me I'm the least of                                         
the Apostles I persecuted the Church of                                         



God                                                                             
by the grace of God I am what I am                                              
therefore whether a tithe a who preached                                        
so you believed                                                                 
now if Christ be preached that he rose                                          
from the dead how say some among you                                            
that there is no                                                                
direction from the dead this is really                                          
in verse 12 that I think is the heart of                                        
the book of the passage some say there                                          
is no resurrection from the dead now I                                          
would say first of all very few down                                            
through Christian history we would have                                         
to argue it for first century                                                   
Christianity but down through Christian                                         
history very few in any kind of                                                 
Christianity have said there's no                                               
resurrection from the dead as far as I                                          
know the Catholics say there's a                                                
resurrection from the dead that Orthodox                                        
say there's a resurrection from the dead                                        
the Protestants say there's a                                                   
resurrection for dead the evangelicals                                          
the fundamentalist everybody says                                               
there's a resurrection from the dead                                            
which ought to clue us in to say as a                                           
matter of fact all the earth early                                              
church fathers say there's a                                                    
resurrection for the dead so how say                                            
some among you that there is no                                                 
resurrection from the dead that doesn't                                         
sound like Christians in the age of                                             
grace that sounds more like Jews there                                          
were Jews who say there's no                                                    
resurrection from the dead the Sadducees                                        
we're told expressly they say there's no                                        
resurrection from the dead so what                                              
you've got here is first Corinthians                                            
being a very Jewish environment in a                                            
very Jewish context and some among you                                          
very Jewish people say there's no                                               
resurrection for the dead I think he's                                          
speaking to the Jewish people here just                                         
that says why is he saying this to a                                            
group of people that nobody's saying                                            
that nobody in the Christian world was                                          
saying there's no resurrection from the                                         
dead but they certainly were in the                                             
Jewish world that's a pretty big clue in                                        
there if there be no resurrection from                                          
the dead Christ is not risen if Christ                                          
be not risen then our preaching is in                                           
vain and your faith is also in vain                                             
again the resurrection of of Christ is                                          
the foundation both for the kingdom                                             
gospel and for the grace gospel things                                          
that are similar are not the same but                                           
they are the foundation in fact he says                                         
yeah we're false witnesses if Christ be                                         
not raised from the dead and so he goes                                         
giving this argument                                                            
that there is a resurrection Christ                                             



first of all was raised and if Christ is                                        
risen from the dead and become the                                              
firstfruits of them that slept in Adam                                          
all died in Christ shall all be made                                            
alive everybody's going to come back to                                         
life here there is a resurrection every                                         
man in his own order Christ the                                                 
firstfruits after that they that are                                            
Christ's at his coming now I think that                                         
here really I would argue this is                                               
referring to the Jewish people and then                                         
cometh the end when he shall have                                               
delivered up the kingdom that is the the                                        
Old Testament righteous Saints the                                              
resurrection of the righteous what is                                           
called in the book of Revelation chapter                                        
20 the first resurrection at his coming                                         
the rapture is never referred to as his                                         
coming he actually doesn't even come all                                        
the way we meet him in the air but at                                           
his coming there is a resurrection on                                           
the Mount of Olives the Jewish people                                           
are raised from the dead and then cometh                                        
the end when she shall have delivered up                                        
the kingdom of God that's actually at                                           
the end of the millennium when he                                               
delivers up and death shall finally lose                                        
its sting and he will put down all rule                                         
and authority in power this is at the                                           
end of the thousand years he must reign                                         
for a thousand years until he has put                                           
all enemies under his feet the last                                             
enemy destroyed his death again this is                                         
describing what happens at the second                                           
coming and during the kingdom of God or                                         
during the Millennium the first thousand                                        
years of the kingdom of God and then he                                         
gives some scriptural basis for what he                                         
has said and he's saying hey we stand by                                        
this even if it means persecution we are                                        
going to to be there and he gives I                                             
guess some practical advice then he                                             
talks about hey what's the resurrection                                         
body going to be like now that body he's                                        
talking about those who enter into the                                          
into the Millennium when Christ comes                                           
that resurrection I don't think he's                                            
talked about at all the resurrection at                                         
the rapture here he's talking in this                                           
Jewish context and so here he talks                                             
about there's a difference between the                                          
resurrected body and the the pre                                                
resurrected body and the pre resurrected                                        
body was sown in corruption raised in                                           
incorruption sown in dishonor raised in                                         
honor you remember that passage as he                                           
discusses the difference through what                                           
has happened there and then the Lord                                            
being the second Adam that's a very                                             
earthy thing even uses the word earthy                                          
in the next verse he's not talking about                                        
you know the Lord dwelling in heaven                                            



with the church he's talking about the                                          
Lord being the son of man the second                                            
Adam in his reign that phrase son of man                                        
though not used right here is always an                                         
earthly reign at kind of phrase so then                                         
he comes to he's been talking about this                                        
this resurrected body how how wonderful                                         
that is and then he says how important                                          
it is remember he's saying some of you                                          
say there's no resurrection let me tell                                         
ya how important it is that there is a                                          
resurrection because in verse 50 flesh                                          
and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of                                         
God we talked yesterday and one of the                                          
questions about inheriting the kingdom                                          
of God and I mentioned then I think it's                                        
always in reference to the Jewish people                                        
because you and I as the age of grace                                           
believers we don't inherit the kingdom                                          
of God the kingdom of God was never                                             
promised to us it's not a part of our of                                        
our existence we look forward to it                                             
because it's the fulfillment of God's                                           
promises to the earth into the Jewish                                           
people even more specifically and so                                            
flesh and blood cannot inherit the                                              
kingdom of God the problem is that                                              
somebody needs to inherit the kingdom of                                        
God namely the the nation of Israel how                                         
is is                                                                           
going to inherit the kingdom that has                                           
been prepared for her if she's flesh and                                        
blood well that's the problem so he                                             
tells us how behold I show you a mystery                                        
we the Jewish nation shall not all sleep                                        
but we shall be changed in a moment in                                          
the twinkling of an eye at the last                                             
Trump now this is the trumpet of the                                            
return of Jesus Christ when that trumpet                                        
sounds at the last Trump                                                        
we the nation of Israel shall all be                                            
changed in a moment in the twinkling of                                         
an eye now again we have a mental hurdle                                        
to get over because all of our lives we                                         
have used this to describe us and the                                           
rapture but I don't think it describes                                          
us in a rapture now it may be very                                              
similar the rapture may be in a moment                                          
in the twinkling of an eye the rapture                                          
will change those of us who are the                                             
church so even if it's completely                                               
similar that doesn't make it the same I                                         
think you could argue whether or not                                            
it's completely similar but we'll save                                          
that one for another day so we the                                              
Jewish people on this you know with all                                         
of that scenario you say okay it makes                                          
sense one of the one of the things the                                          
things that I would do is follow the                                            
Wiis through first Corinthians and see                                          
who the Wiis are are the Wiis the grace                                         
age believers or are the Wiis the the                                           



Jewish remnant the Jewish righteous the                                         
Jewish Saints hmm                                                               
I think you'll find that that further                                           
supports this issue now if you say no                                           
it's absolutely that we the church is in                                        
view here and this is talking about us                                          
then you have a couple issues first of                                          
all the trumpet that sounds at the                                              
rapture is not in any form the last                                             
trumpet                                                                         
so then you have to say well he said the                                        
last Trump but he meant the last Trump                                          
that we're going to experience and                                              
that's when you start saying all the                                            
words don't really mean it he wasn't                                            
very clear that I know what he actually                                         
meant to say obviously you begin to come                                        
into some problems there                                                        
in addition then you have to have us the                                        
church inheriting the kingdom that                                              
becomes problematic                                                             
I think of evangelicals probably                                                
wouldn't have much problem with it but I                                        
think that becomes problematic for                                              
scripture not the evangelical handbook                                          
but it does become which is called the                                          
Baptist faith message                                                           
it does it does become problematic for                                          
the scripture so I think then as he goes                                        
on at that last trumpet the trumpet                                             
shall sound the dead shall be raised                                            
incorruptible we shall be changed                                               
and put on immortality and corruption                                           
and then eventually death will be                                               
swallowed up in victory at the end of                                           
that millennial time and that victory                                           
does come through the Lord Jesus Christ                                         
and so he speaks to that issue there                                            
that's how I would do that now we spent                                         
more time on that obviously in our study                                        
of first Corinthians in developing that                                         
argument then you have to deal with                                             
Matthew chapter 25 put those things                                             
together it becomes a five-year project                                         
to study through all of that are their                                          
teachers Barney didn't ask this but I'll                                        
go ahead and maybe on someone's mind are                                        
their teachers who teach first                                                  
Corinthians 15 is about Israel and not                                          
about the rapture my answer is I don't                                          
know I suppose so because somebody's                                            
taught everything once or twice you know                                        
I mean if you dug far enough you could                                          
probably find that I would say that                                             
there are not readily available teachers                                        
that teach                                                                      
that let's see I don't think as looking                                         
at Bollinger here                                                               
he doesn't speak to the issue at least                                          
in the companion Bible on who the we are                                        
and who the so you'd probably have to                                           
look somewhere else to find to see what                                         



Bollinger thought about it but I don't I                                        
don't know of a whole lot of them I say                                         
that to say go ahead and question the                                           
assumptions there's one guy in little                                           
town in New Mexico teaching that could                                          
it be right now remember it's not wrong                                         
because it's not majority it's just not                                         
a common view I think when you put the                                          
common view up with the actual words of                                         
the scripture you come up with some                                             
inner insurmountable problems that says                                         
I've got to put the common view aside I                                         
think many of you in our audience of                                            
course you have been liberated over the                                         
past few years because you did put aside                                        
the common view Thank You Barney good to                                        
see you and all of a sudden my questions                                        
are piling up I better hurry                                                    
hello I should also tell you about this                                         
special this week I mentioned dr. Andy                                          
woods earlier ever reforming is his book                                        
I don't know we don't put this one on                                           
sale very often it's been a long time                                           
and so here well we got them in stock                                           
ready to go you might want to check it                                          
out                                                                             
dispensational thought and the                                                  
completion of the Protestant Reformation                                        
I think it's a great little book and I                                          
think dispensationalists ought to                                               
complete ought to continue ever                                                 
reforming dispensationalists take a word                                        
from the Protestants you'll get messed                                          
up and stuck if you go with what the                                            
parrot has been telling you all these                                           
years so be ever reforming its regular                                          
1995 I think you can get it $13.95 at                                           
dispensational publishing dot-com                                               
this this week you just go rights to                                            
dispensational publishing and there it                                          
pops up right at the beginning you can                                          
just click that right there and there's                                         
the book plus you get a download that                                           
you get today and yeah $13.95 she's                                             
added right there to your cart you don't                                        
even have to put in a coupon code or                                            
anything                                                                        
let's see advertisements of today Tony                                          
Nebraska taking a second look at jobs                                           
three friends to our descendants of Shem                                        
one looks to be of ham based upon where                                         
he is from could it be because Israel's                                         
enemies were from them and not Japheth                                          
uh possibly there is a little bit of                                            
challenge on those names like what Elif                                         
as the temanite did I get that right                                            
bildad the shuhite those i'ts you know                                          
they're they're from a shoe he's a shoe                                         
height Tim on Tim a night                                                       
so far the it's not coming to mind so                                           
you can kind of piece things together                                           
and make some assumptions it's it's                                             



never a solid case to go by the name and                                        
say this is that guy in our study of the                                        
book of Job somewhere after the first                                           
introduction of these three friends I                                           
think the first time they're introduced                                         
in that session if memory serves me                                             
correctly which it might not I didn't go                                        
into that but the next session or the                                           
one after that right in right in there I                                        
went back and said let's look closer at                                         
the identity of these guys as I recall                                          
vaguely I think that bullinger in the                                           
campaign                                                                        
in Bible does a decent job as well                                              
trying to tie those in there and bring                                          
all that about                                                                  
so if there is a descendant of ham there                                        
then that would go against what I said                                          
yesterday of course because I I think it                                        
was yesterday or the day before we had a                                        
question on this and I put them all as                                          
Jews and in the Jewish family might                                             
cloud that a little bit if we had one of                                        
them as a descendent of ham I have to go                                        
back and follow that up there let's see                                         
does the Hebrews say be light I believe                                         
we're going back to Genesis chapter one                                         
chapter one probably about verse three                                          
let there let's say does the Hebrew say                                         
be light indicating no mediation unlike                                         
English which suggests a pause between                                          
speaking words and action and God said                                          
let there be light and there was light                                          
and God saw the light that it was good                                          
so on the B let there be is in in the                                           
imperfect and I may have misspoke                                               
earlier because I think I said that that                                        
was in the perfect and it's not it's in                                         
the imperfect verse two is in the                                               
perfect so let there be let's pull up                                           
that particular strong's hebrew word in                                         
that particular hebrew case let there be                                        
light let there be a firmament let there                                        
be lights let the fowl multiply the Lord                                        
judge okay excuse me I've got all the                                           
believe so                                                                      
the question is there we go                                                     
okay let there be let there be that it                                          
might be keep that which thou has Dan                                           
shall be shall become the Lord be fifty                                         
four times let their table become let                                           
their way be it looks like a word that                                          
is talking about there wasn't and then                                          
there was and here's my challenge Hebrew                                        
gets very complicated when you begin to                                         
look at those verbs and how those verbs                                         
come come to be and and what's in there                                         
so I hesitate to answer the question                                            
so we'll see there let's see the                                                
quadfather says what does the quadfather                                        
say out in California what happened to                                          
your Facebook account I can't get                                               



anything pulled up on it let's see are                                          
we are we broadcasting on Facebook so I                                         
don't think anything happened                                                   
facebook.com slash pastor Randy white if                                        
you want to try a direct link there                                             
facebook.com slash pastor Randy white I                                         
did get in facebook jail a while back                                           
but I am out of jail now I'm a free man                                         
a free man                                                                      
for the time being Scott these Texas we                                         
don't take the Sermon on the Mount as                                           
instructions for salvation but Andy                                             
would says Paul includes all the values                                         
elucidated in the Sermon on the Mount in                                        
his letters as just our reasonable                                              
service your thoughts I I would question                                        
the assumptions on that that obviously                                          
would be a reference to Romans chapter                                          
12                                                                              
and I beseech you therefore brethren by                                         
the mercies of God that you present your                                        
bodies a living sacrifice holy and                                              
acceptable which is your reasonable                                             
service                                                                         
is that all of the values of the Sermon                                         
on the Mount I I think that I haven't                                           
done this but I think you could find you                                        
could take the the instructions of the                                          
Sermon on the Mount if you have an                                              
offering that you're bringing and you                                           
have something odd against your your                                            
brother have aught against you leave                                            
your offering there go take care of your                                        
brother come back and bring all that                                            
about you know all of the various                                               
commands there                                                                  
I suspect you could with some close                                             
study find areas in which Paul taught                                           
something different than those commands                                         
I don't know that in the Sermon on the                                          
Mount necessarily there are those values                                        
now that that being said could you find                                         
the values of the law within Pauline                                            
writings yeah certainly it's the                                                
character of God that is expressed in                                           
the law it's the character of God that's                                        
expressed in the Sermon on the Mount so                                         
no doubt you're going to find a lot of                                          
similarity there but on specific if you                                         
get very specific you'll probably find                                          
some other things that Paul disagrees                                           
with one that comes immediately to mind                                         
is not so much a Christian life issue                                           
but in in the Sermon on the Mount                                               
Matthew chapter 7 verse 20 21 22 right                                          
in there Jesus says not everyone who                                            
says to me Lord Lord will enter into the                                        
kingdom of heaven Paul of course speaks                                         
of a day when he says whoever calls upon                                        
the name of the Lord will be saved so                                           
you got that clear issue that Paul                                              
disagrees with Jesus dispensationalism                                          



is the only way to reconcile that by the                                        
way and when you rightly divide the word                                        
of truth it becomes reckon                                                      
child and is not a problem at all I                                             
think that I don't have a problem with                                          
anybody saying there are some values                                            
found in the Sermon on the Mount that                                           
will be good for any people of all times                                        
indeed there are but if you at all want                                         
to take the Sermon on the Mount as your                                         
rule and guide for living that's when                                           
you I think there's no way around it by                                         
nature of what the Sermon on the Mount                                          
says you have to become a legalist and                                          
becoming a legalist you go against the                                          
very values elucidated in the writings                                          
of Paul so this is why Paul does not                                            
come and give the kind of you know                                              
Sermon on the Mount for Christians under                                        
pauline writings he doesn't do that                                             
because that would create a legalism                                            
yeah I just don't see how you can live                                          
the Sermon on the Mount without living a                                        
legalism and legalism is what Paul is                                           
saying that we are freed from so the                                            
values elucidated if you take in a broad                                        
sense yes the values elucidated in the                                          
Ten Commandments Oh values elucidated in                                        
the in the Mosaic law the values                                                
elucidated in the Sermon on the Mount                                           
the any value that reflects the                                                 
character of God of course it's going to                                        
be all the way through it's gonna be in                                         
Pauline work it's going to be in the                                            
Hebrew epistles it's going to be in the                                         
revelation it's a you're gonna find                                             
those everywhere because that is the                                            
character of God who is the same                                                
yesterday today and forever but I would                                         
personally be a little uncomfortable                                            
trying to say anything where anybody                                            
would what would assume from what I've                                          
said that Paul teaches that we should                                           
live the 10 command you to me the Sermon                                        
on the Mount I don't think Paul teaches                                         
we should live the Sermon on the                                                
mountain because I think again look just                                        
in in Matthew chapter 5 and you'll see                                          
it's a very legalistic book you know                                            
even if you say thou                                                            
fool if you say rocaille you're in the                                          
danger dangers of hell it is a different                                        
Greek words so this is not a perfect                                            
illustration but Paul says you foolish                                          
Galatians well what happened that you                                           
know you're in dangers of Hellfire again                                        
it is a different heat different Greek                                          
words so you could argue but you're kind                                        
of splitting theological hairs there you                                        
know you can call them an idiot but you                                         
can't call them stupid                                                          
I don't know seem like birds of a                                               



feather flock together so I would want                                          
to be careful to not say that Paul                                              
encourages us to live according to the                                          
Sermon on the Mount I would say Paul                                            
encourages us to live a life under grace                                        
that honors the character of God and the                                        
person and work of Jesus Christ if we                                           
find that displayed anywhere in the                                             
scripture that's an encouraging thing                                           
and it helps us to know the character of                                        
God in the person and work of Jesus                                             
Christ and we can live in such a way to                                         
honor that thank you and a related then                                         
question is we don't take the Sermon on                                         
the Mount as instructions for salvation                                         
but dr. Wood says Paul includes all                                             
values elucidated in the sermon all okay                                        
that same same question excuse me I                                             
didn't get up there so let's look -                                             
depending on where you are in the                                               
country either aunt Marie or aunt Marie                                         
who says if an unbelieving spouse                                               
divorces his believing spouse if an                                             
unbelieving spouse divorces his                                                 
believing spouse without the believing                                          
spouses participation in the divorce                                            
proceedings and they decide to to                                               
reconcile must they remarry publicly oh                                         
it's not Marie it's Maine                                                       
this is why we sell $2.00 reading                                               
glasses at dispensational publishing so                                         
that so if it's Maine I would say it's                                          
aunt aunt Maine as a question in New                                            
Mexico we just don't really know how to                                         
say that it sounds so what highbrow no                                          
you New Englanders you're born highbrow                                         
you know and God bless you we need more                                         
of you but aunt Maine says again if an                                          
unbelieving spouse divorces his                                                 
believing spouse walks away abandonment                                         
the believing spouse wasn't a part of it                                        
and then they decide to reconcile must                                          
they remarry publicly you know I think                                          
that first of all the scripture does not                                        
have the same requirements for public                                           
marriage as does our modern society now                                         
in the scripture there certainly were                                           
wedding banquets marriage banquets and                                          
yet what exactly took place at those and                                        
did everyone have them did an older                                             
couple that you know got married in                                             
their second marriage or something after                                        
their widowed spouses did that ever                                             
happen and did they have a public                                               
ceremony what's what took place what was                                        
there even a a rabbinical issue of                                              
marriage or going back you know in in                                           
the instructions of the law                                                     
I see nothing that speaks about how a                                           
Jew was to marry another Jew they                                               
certainly got married but was there any                                         
kind of public ceremony there what                                              



exactly took place now I think it's such                                        
a monumental human event that humans                                            
have always created something                                                   
to notify the public of this particular                                         
event it's so natural it would be almost                                        
unnatural especially for a young couple                                         
in love getting married not to have some                                        
kind of a public ceremony or public                                             
celebration of this now even in the                                             
United States let me let me reiterate                                           
what I've said there the Bible doesn't                                          
give commands for public marriage gives                                         
examples of public marriage but there's                                         
no doctrine of public marriage in the                                           
Bible there is a husband giving himself                                         
to his wife a wife giving himself to her                                        
husband I take thee and to be my source                                         
a lawful and wedded just to be my wedded                                        
because there wasn't any laws about it                                          
there so there was that and that this                                           
was the foundation of life in the social                                        
order but no command at all to how that                                         
is to happen what do you have to have to                                        
constitute that marriage I think in the                                         
scripture all you had to do to                                                  
constitute that marriage was you go to                                          
the marriage bed and that constitutes                                           
then the marriage whether you have a                                            
ceremony whether you you know invite                                            
people and have cake and little mints                                           
shaped like leaves whether you do any of                                        
that                                                                            
that was the marriage later it became                                           
custom to have little men shaped like                                           
leaves and to invite all your friends                                           
down into the church basement which is                                          
what we did in the eighties now of                                              
course it's much bigger affair now let's                                        
come to the United States prior to 1913                                         
there was not even a registration done                                          
of marriage by the government there was                                         
no license to get married in the United                                         
States there there was no even might I                                          
say legality of marriage that is to say                                         
the state had zero to do with marriage                                          
and the church dropped the ball on that                                         
by the way when they gave marriage up to                                        
the state and look at the mess we're in                                         
now but marriage was not a state issue                                          
prior to 1913 by the way 1913 is when                                           
the tax code came also hmm now we need                                          
to know if you're married for                                                   
tax purposes and that's where all of                                            
this marriage is a thing of the state                                           
came about and actually marriage license                                        
came about because the church once again                                        
dropped the ball the church didn't want                                         
to decide the issue of interracial                                              
marriages and whether or not it could do                                        
that so it said oh we don't do this no                                          
no no no that's the state that's the                                            
state they decide and again now look                                            



what's happened because the church                                              
doesn't take care of business this is                                           
what happens now even my grandparents                                           
were married in 1929 I know that they                                           
were married I remember recalling them                                          
say they were married at 8 o'clock on a                                         
Thursday night at their house the                                               
preacher came over and they were married                                        
and I suppose the reason I remember that                                        
is because it was not really 8 o'clock                                          
it was after 8 o'clock and the preacher                                         
was late getting there imagine that and                                         
they moved the clock back to 8 because                                          
there was some sort of you know bad-luck                                        
tradition that you can't be late to your                                        
wedding so they they they just moved the                                        
clock so they got married today 2                                               
o'clock and so certainly some friends                                           
there actually mostly family probably I                                         
don't know if there would been more than                                        
a dozen people there maybe much less                                            
than that and that was a public ceremony                                        
that was all that was done many many                                            
cases back then so must they remarry                                            
publicly I don't think the scripture                                            
actually demands it I think that one of                                         
the things that they do want to do is                                           
make it known that we have reconciled we                                        
want to celebrate the reconciliation we                                         
want to have everybody over for green                                           
chili cheeseburgers next Thursday night                                         
because we have reunited and it feels so                                        
good this reminds me of an old song                                             
doesn't it so I don't I don't think they                                        
have to                                                                         
I think they probably would want to in                                          
some form or fashion there I appreciate                                         
that okay we went over time imagine that                                        
we go over time all the time tomorrow                                           
morning we back ask the theologian 10                                           
a.m. and tomorrow night the Gospel of                                           
John this is the special for this week                                          
ever reforming by dr. Andy woods you can                                        
get it 13 dollars and some odd cents and                                        
hope you will do that Randy white                                               
ministries dot RG go sign up for the                                            
retreat always a blessing you know how                                          
to check Facebook just make sure I                                              
hadn't missed anybody over there and                                            
looks like we got it good appreciate it                                         
Nathan on the controls today always good                                        
to see you as we come together to                                               
rightly divide the word of truth and                                            
we'll see you on the web and live here                                          
tomorrow morning for those of you who                                           
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


